
 

Summer Upgrades to the 4102 Student Computer Lab  
New Chairs, New Scanner, New General Study Desks . . .  
  
The lab received 100 new computer chairs for better comfort on those long study days!  The old 
chairs were either reused in other locations on campus or the really bad ones that are 20+ 
years old, headed to surplus.   
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Another improvement is that we’ve added a new multi-page “Snap Scan” scanner that scans 
paper directly to PDF. This means, scanned documents will automatically be created in a PDF 
format and will be able to upload directly to canvas.  No more having to find a free program on 
the internet to do this conversion. The flatbed scanner is still available for scanning pages from 
books as the Snap Scan cannot do this function.  
  
There are instructions for operation for both scanners on the table where they sit. There will be 
one of these “Snap Scan” scanners in the library before the fall term begins as well.    
  
Lastly, as the reorganizing of the library is in process this summer, we inherited some study 
stations and small tables with chairs down stairs.  These have be located in the long hallway 
outside the 4102 “quiet study” computer lab.       
  
This area has been labeled a “general study area”.  Please be respectful of others around you 
and keep your conversations at a low level.   There are no power outlets, no task lighting and 
no computers.   However this is an excellent place to use your own battery operated electronics 
or just do some book work, relax, and hang out.    Keep in mind this is a busy hallway for the 
TSS personnel, the Black Box Studio and students.   Keep an eye on your belongings at all 
times.  

  
Let me know if you have any questions!  
  
  
Thanks,  
Deann Larsen  
Manager 4012 Student Computer Lab  
Technology Specialist 1  

	   


